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ABSTRACT
A study was made of the variation in the reflectance of
a concrete sample as the sun-object-image angular relationship
was varied. The research work was performed in the controlled
conditions of a laboratory so that atmospheric effects could be
neglected. Reflectance measurements were taken from a. concrete
sample whose surface roughness had been measured. Both specular
and diffuse illumination in the red (630 - 680nm) wavelength
region of the visible spectrum were measured. A model which
can be used to predict the reflectance value for a given
sun-object-image angular relationship was developed. Actual
reflectance measurements taken outdoors agreed to within one
percent of the model's predicted reflectance values.
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To achieve more accurate results, many types of remotely
sensed data have corrections applied to them prior to processing.
While techniques (Lillesand, 1979) for correcting exposure fall-
off and atmospheric attenuation have been developed and refined
in recent years, no extensive work on correcting the reflectance
value of a target for the sun-object-image angular relationship
has been published in the open literature, even though it is
known that the reflectance from a target varies with the illumi
nation and viewing angles. Reflectance from a target is very
important to an air photo interpreter in the field of remote
sensing because it allows him to do many things, including
spectral classification and target discrimination. Modifying the
value of the reflectance term to account for the sun-object-image
angular relationship which existed at the time an image was
obtained would allow more accurate image analyses.
Much of the data acquired in remote sensing results from
the measurements of reflected solar radiation. Both natural and
man-made objects reflect incident solar flux to some extent.
The fields of photography, and later remote sensing, have devel
oped around this fact. In figure one, an airborne camera is
shown imaging a scene illuminated by both sunlight and skylight.
Flux reflected from the target of interest, attenuated by the
atmosphere, and incident upon the film in the camera is labeled
a R, where R is the reflectance value of the target. A second
source of flux incident upon the film is called airlight, 3.
Airlight is flux that has been scattered by the atmosphere onto
the film without ever reaching the target.
Skylight
(1 ) Incident radiation a
(with attenuation factor)
(3) Reflected energy aR
(5) Exposure = aR + 0
(2) Terrain element of reflectance R
W)>W.mWM)W>W)MI)M)M
_
Factors Relating Film Exposure to Ground Reflectance
Figure 1 (Piech and Walker, 1971)
A model (Piech and Walker, 1971) commonly used in remote
sensing to relate reflectance to exposure can be stated as
follows:
E = a R +B (1)
where E = total illumination incident on the film at a
given point multiplied by time
a = proportionality factor of the total illumination
on the target
R = reflectance of the targe*
B = airlight (illumination incident on the film at
a given point due to atmospheric scattering
multiplied by time) other than that reflected
from the object.
The linear relationship expressed in Piech and Walker's model






If the values of E, a, and & can be determined, then the
reflectance value for a particular target on a piece of film can
be calculated by rearranging equation one:
R = E - g
a (2)
Techniques for determining the values of E, a , and B are
described below.
The exposure value, E, can be determined by selecting a
frame of film containing the target's image, measuring the
density of the image with a microdensitometer, and then comparing
that value to a sensitometric control.
There are several ways to determine the values of a and b
The most accurate would be to place at least two panels of known
reflectance in the scene to be imaged. The densities of the
panel's images could then be measured with a microdensitometer,
and the exposure values necessary to produce those densities
could be established. Regressing the two exposure values against
the two known reflectance values would produce values for a and
B . Unfortunately, this technique is not practical for high
altitude-resolution limited remote sensing applications because
the panels would have to be huge in order to be resolveable.
Building such large-sized panels would be very expensive, and
transporting them, even in sections, would be very difficult.
This technique would also be impractical for denied access type
situations because it would be almost impossible to locate panels
in the area to be imaged.
A technique to determine a and B values for a denied access
type area (or a remote area where panels could not be located),
called the Scene Color Standard, was developed by Piech and
Walker in 1972. They were able to determine values for a and B
from an image that contained shadows and any resolveable object
(e.g., tennis court, road, parking lot) whose reflectance value
was known or could be closely approximated. (According to Schott
(1982), objects made from concrete have become the recommended
standard and are usually the most commonly selected.) Using the
exposure value associated with the density of the imaged object,
and the values of a and 3 calculated by this technique, it is
possible to determine a reflectance value for any other object in
that image.
A less accurate technique (Schott, 1982) to find a and b
is to use two large targets in the image whose reflectances can
be closely approximated. Regressing the exposure values against
the target's estimated reflectance values will yield approximate
values of a and B - A reflectance value for any object in the
image can then be determined by substituting the values of a, B
and E into equation (2).
From an intelligence view point, the reflectance value for
an unknown object is important because it can be used to help
determine the surface material of the object. Knowing the mate
rial may help determine what the object is or for what it was
designed. Since the reflectance value of a known object is often
used to determine values for a and b a closer examination of the
reflectance term is warranted. Slater (1980) has described
spectral reflectance, R, as a function of twelve variables.
R( X ) = R( X , AX ; e f ? , e',$';dXd.';P; Ax,Ay;t) (3)
where x = mean wavelength
AX = wavelength bandwidth
e = angle of incidence of the flux at the surface
$ = azimuthal angle of the plane of incidence








= azimuthal angle of the plane of reflection
dft = solid angle subtended by the source at a
point on the surface
dn1 = solid angle subtended by the entrance pupil
of the sensor at the surface
P = polarization properties of the surface
ax = dimension of the surface of interest
Ay = dimension of the surface of interest
t = time dependence that relates weather or
seasonal changes to surface reflectance
By referencing figure three, it will be noted that the terms
e, e', $ , and $
'
all involve angles. The interaction between
these terms is often referred to as the sun-object-image angular
relationship. Varying any one of these angles may produce a
change in reflectance. The relationship may be simplified to
three angular terms by combining the difference between the
azimuthal angles $ and $
'
into one angle, t> . The terms could





a plane parallel to the surface of the target; the viewing angle,
$
,
measured from a plane parallel to the surface of the target;
and the azimuth angle, ^ , formed by the vertical planes connect
ing object to source and object to detector. See figure four.
By holding the other variables in equation (3) constant,
and varying 0, <J>, and ty , it will be possible to determine how
reflectance varies as a function of the sun-object-image angular
relationship, and to model reflectance as a function of the three
angles e , $ , and ^ .
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For simplicity, Piech and Walker's model assumed that the
object imaged was a Iambertian surface (so that the specular
components of reflection could be ignored) and that the detector
was positioned normal to the object being imaged. While the
second assumption would be accurate for high altitude landsat
type imaging, it would not be accurate for a system that had the
capability of imaging objects far from the vertical axis. When




the images have essentially a normal viewing angle, the sun
and azimuth angles existing when the images were recorded may
be quite different. It would be advantageous to be able to
account for these angular differences when calculating the mean
reflectance of a target. This would also be important in appli
cations where the mean reflectance value is used in determining
the slit width necessary to get the correct exposure on the
aerial film of a strip earner?. . Taking the angular relationship
into account when calculating the reflectances of unknown tar
gets by the Scene Color Standard technique should yield more
accurate reflectance values for those unknown targets.
As mentioned earlier, targets of known reflectance that are
resolveable on high altitude imagery can be used to determine the
values of a and B- Two targets which are common to many areas
imaged from the air are concrete and asphalt parking lots/road
ways. In 1972 two researchers, Egbert and Ulaby, published a
study on the reflectance of both asphalt and grass as a function
of the sun-object-image angular relationship. Although they
measured the reflectance of asphalt as a function of the sun-
object-image angular relationship, they did not try to model it.
Since no reference to the reflectance of concrete was found
during the literature review and since concrete is one of the
standards used in the Scene Color Standard technique to calculate
values of a and B, its choice as the reflectance target in the
study of reflectance variations due to sun-object-image angular
variations seemed logical. The reflectance of concrete may vary
anywhere from 20 - 35/; when an exact value is unknown, 30$ is
commonly chosen (Schott, unpublished literature 1982). Selecting
30$ when the actual value was 20$ would result in an error of 10
10
reflectance units. Developing a model which could reduce this
error to one reflectance unit would be a significant step for
ward. When a mathematical relationship between reflectance and
the involved angles is established, corrections for the
sun-
object-image angular relationships can be applied to airborne
data prior to processing in much the same way that atmospheric
and exposure fall-off corrections are applied.
The intent of this thesis project was to model the reflec
tance of a concrete surface as a function of the sun-object-
image angular relationship. To simplify the project it was
decided to measure reflectance only in the red portion of the
spectrum. If it proved possible to develop a meaningful model,
future researchers might then be able to build on this work in
an attempt to derive a model that would apply to all concrete
surfaces and all visible wavelengths.
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LITERATURE SURVEY
Many studies dealing with the reflectance of various targets
have been published, but only a limited number of studies tried
to account for the sun-object-image angular relationship. Most
of these studies dealt with the reflectance of vegetation and did
not thoroughly explore the angular relationships involved. Very
limited work has been published on mathematically modeling
reflectance as a function of the sun-object-image angular rela
tionship, and all of the studies found dealt with vegetation
canopies. Although most of the material which follows does not
specifically address concrete reflectance measurements, a brief
review of the related literature seems relevant.
Using Landsat data, Duggin (1977) studied the variation
in reflectance of Australian wheat with solar elevation. He
plotted reflectance versus solar elevation for four different
Landsat bands and seven varieties of wheat. He then plotted
the ratio of bands seven to five against solar elevation; see
figure five. Although the sun angles did vary, he was unable
to consider varied azimuth angles (less than 0.4 degree change)
since his data was from a single date. The viewing angle for
all his data was essentially normal. Duggin did not attempt
to model the variations observed.
Jackson et al (1979) basically repeated Duggin's work but
12
used a hand held radiometer to measure reflectance rather than
available Landsat data. They measured the spectral reflectance
of wheat in the field with varying sun and azimuth
angles. They
did not vary the viewing angle. Relative
reflectance values
were calculated by ratioing against a 100$ reflectance panel.
VW3X
mum
60 SO 40 30
SOLA* PEWIM I OEGCEESI
Reflection factor itk>MSS 7/5 forKvenwietia atvtat
tor various iolirdmjtioumeiaurad itWifgiWigfi,Aimtnlk, 4
rl7&
Figure 5 ( Duggin, 1977)
They plotted reflectance versus solar elevation for four
different bands comparable to landsat. The ratios of bands
seven to five were plotted against solar elevation; see figure
six. Like Duggin, they did not attempt to model. Although
based on different types of wheat, the graphic results achieved
by Jackson et al were very
similar in shape to Duggin's.
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Smith and Oliver (1974) investigated the effects of two















SOLAR ELEVATION ( DEG)
The ratio MSS7/MSS5 as related to solar elevation for a
dense no-row plot ofwheat for a north-south and an east-west plot
t 0.3-m row spacing and for a no-plant plot. The threewheat plots
were at the same growth stage.
Fig 6 (Jackson et al, 1979)
a Monte Carlo model to generate sample directional reflectance
data for the two simplified solar positions. Their model, which
was precise for a normal viewing angle only, was not considered
applicable for this study. They treated the direct solar radi
ation component as a point source whereas the diffuse fraction
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was divided into source sectors of the local hemisphere. Results
of a feature selection analysis based on their data indicated
that different sets of wavelengths were optimum for target dis
crimination depending on sensor view angle and that the targets
may be more easily discrimiiiducd for some scan angles than
others. They said that agreement of their model was good except
for the chlorophyll absorption band.
Breece and Holmes (1971) developed models to account for
bidirectional (a consideration of the two angles involved)
reflectance of multiple layers of soybean and corn leaves for
many different wavelengths. Their work was done in a laboratory,
and although they varied the source and viewing angles, they did
not vary the azimuth angle. Using a monochromatic beam of light
as a source, they gathered 13,680 data points in dealing with the
absorptance, transmittance, and reflectance for
"m"
layers of
canopies. Since concrete does not transmit, their model, which
accounted for transmission through the canopies, was not
applicable to this study-
Suits'
(1972) work on multiple leaf reflectance yielded
realistic non-Lambert ian canopy radiance values. His model for
the reflectance from a single layer canopy was of the form:
tt L
^
w / i - ez(k+b> + e kz+bz^p(soil) (4)
EA I k+b
where w = horizontal projection of the surface area of
the leaf
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k = horizontal projection of the surface area of
the leaf from the viewing angle
b = horizontal projection of the surface area of
the leaf from the source angle
kz
e = probability of direct detection from a given
layer at depth z
z = depth from surface
p (soil) = reflectance of the soil beneath the canopy
Welch (1967) investigated the spectral reflectance of five
different types of terrain for selected sun and viewing angles.
He selected grass, sand, dirt, limestone, and a globe arborvitae
to study. He performed his measurements outdoors and did not
try to account for illumination variations throughout the day
due to atmospheric effects. Welch presented his data in
graphical format and did not attempt to model.
Egbert and Ulaby (1972) measured the effects of varied sun-
object-image angles on the reflectivity of grass and asphalt,
in an attempt to identify which backgrounds contrasted most
against roadways. They were looking at the contrast between
asphalt roads and grass backgrounds and made no attempt to model ,
presenting their data in graphical format. See figure seven.
They stated that vertical photography was used for remote
sensing missions, and that the standard minimum limit for solar
altitude was thirty degrees. This limit was set because
16
reflectance measurements for sun altitudes greater than thirty
degrees were fairly consistent, but measurements taken below
thirty degrees tended to be inconsistent. They limited the range
I j i t t /
vTrr-xftr vrmmrvr
INCIDENCE ANGLE
Panchromatic angular variations in re
flectance for grass and asphalt at a solar altitude of
15. This graph is convenient for determining the
angles that provide a maximum contrast ratio be
tween a target and the background.
Figure 7 (Egbert and Ulaby, 1972)
of each angle as follows: solar altitude, fifteen to seventy
degrees; viewing angle, ten to eighty degrees; and azimuth angle,
zero to 180 degrees. They varied the angles in the following
increments: solar altitude, ten degrees; viewing angle, ten
degrees; and azimuth angle, forty-five degrees. Their measure
ments of asphalt reflectivity were taken at altitudes of
thirty-five to fifty feet and covered the 380 - 900 nm portion











Angular Variation in Asphalt Reflectance
Figure 8 (Egbert and Ulaby, 1972)
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They found that variations in reflectance due to changes
in the azimuth and incidence angle were greater for grass than
for asphalt; see figure eight. The only extreme increase in
asphalt reflectivity occurred at a sun angle of fifteen degrees,
azimuth angle of 180 degrees, and incidence angle of eighty
degrees, and was attributed to the specular component of
reflected light.
Besides investigating asphalt rather than concrete, Egbert
and Ulaby's work differed from this thesis in at least three
other ways. They made their reflectance measurements by ratioing
against a single 18$ reflectance gray card. They used a different
set of Wratten filters, and they did not account for surface
roughness. Since Egbert and Ulaby did not model their results,
it was not possible to compare the concrete model developed in
this experiment to an asphalt model.
Steiner and Haefner (1964) stated that a smooth surface
like concrete gives rise to a certain amount of specular
reflection. They also stated that most surfaces show a general
increase in reflectivity as the detector and source angles
(measured from the zenith) increase, no matter what the
azimuthal angle.
Since reflectance measurements taken outdoors are a function
of the amount of skylight and sunlight incident upon the concrete
surface it is necessary to take the atmospheric conditions into
account. Measurements taken on an overcast day (small specular
19
contribution) will not be identical to those taken on a clear
sunny day (large specular contribution). Both Lillesand (1979)
and Piech and Walker (1971) referred to Hulburt's (1945) work
in calculating relative irradiance ratios of sunlight to
skylight for different atmospheric conditions; see Table 1.
Table 1
Relative Irradiance Ratios of Sunlight to
Skylight for Different Weather Conditions
Weather Condition Solar/Sky Irradiance
Sunny, clear sky
Sunny, hazy sky




Palmer (1982) described the problems of using Kodak's
Neutral Test Card (18$ reflectance gray card) for exacting field
work when measuring reflectance. He questioned whether the card
departed from being a Iambertian reflector, the card's actual
reflectance value, and several other things not pertinent to
this study.
Although the reports by Steiner and Haefner (1964) and
Egbert and Ulaby (1972) both mentioned concrete, no work was
found on the spectral reflectance of concrete as a function
of the sun-object-image angular relationship. This study will
concentrate on developing a model for a concrete surface that
20
will, when given the sun, detector, and azimuth angles, yield a
specific reflectance value. The model will be developed by
combining the results from a regression analysis of specular
reflectance data (measured at many different angles) with the
diffuse reflectance value from a concrete surface. The results
of this study can then be used as a starting point by future
researchers to build a model applicable to all concrete surfaces.
21
THEORY
According to Piech and Walker's model, th l luminance upon
a detector can be attributed to three different sources. The a
term in the formula E = aR + 6 can be broken down (see appen
dix A) into two components representing flux from the sun reflec
ting off the target onto the detector and flux from skylight
reflecting off the target onto the detector. The 8 term accounts
for irradiance on the detector due to light scattered by the air
column between the detector and target. See figure one and
appendix A.
The irradiance on a target due to skylight is assumed
diffuse (equal amounts of flux from all directions); therefore,
a model which accounts for the reflected skylight components
should be independent of viewing angle. A model for the
radiance attributable to skylight (from appendix A) is:
*kkvR (5)
where Esky
= irradiance on the target due
to skylight
R = percentage diffuse reflectance
of the target
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It should also be possible to break down the sunlight
component into diffuse and specular portions. The radiance
attributable to the diffuse portion of the sunlight component
can be coleled by:
ESUnR (6)
IT
where E suri= irradiance of the target due to the
diffuse portion of the sunlight
R = percentage diffuse reflectance of
the target
The target radiance attributable to the specular portion of
the sunlight component is much more difficult to model. It is a
function of many things, including viewing angle, source angle,
surface roughness, and atmospheric attenuation. It might be
modeled by:
EgUriR f(e,*,t|,.r) (7)
where EgUn = irradiance on the target due to
the specular component of sunlight
R = percentage specular reflectance of
the target
e = sun angle
$ = detector angle
23
lp = azimuth angle
r = surface roughness
According to Schott (1982), another source -*f target irradi
ance needs to be considered. In situations where there are sur
rounding objects (e.g., a building) taller than the target, it is
possible for flux to be reflected from the surrounding objects
onto the target. Schott has developed a technique for modeling
this which takes into account what fraction of the background is
composed of tall structures. In order to simplify this experi
ment, the target was placed on flat terrain with no structures of
any significant heigth surrounding it. Since the background did
not irradiate the target, it was not an irradiance source during
this experiment.
According to Slater (1980), most natural objects exhibit what
is referred to as a bidirectional reflectance distributon func
tion. That is, the reflectance distribution from the surface
depends on both the direction of the irradiating flux and the
direction along which the reflected flux is detected. Slater
lists six variables that account for the distribution of flux
from a small source. They are the following: 1 ) the angle of
incidence of the flux, 2) the azimuthal angle of the plane of
incidence with respect to a direction across the surface, 3) the
angle to the surface normal from which the flux is detected,
4) the azimuthal angle of the plane of reflection, 5) the solid
24
angle subtended by the source at a point on the surface, and
6) the solid angle subtended by the entrance pupil of the sensor
at the surface. The first four variables make up the
sun-object-
image angular relationship.
To understand how the sun, viewing, and azimuth angles can
influence a target's reflectance value, it is necessary to take
the target's surface into account. Lillesand (1979) states that
a target's surface roughness is an important consideration when
dealing with reflected flux. He defines a specular reflector as
a smooth surface that exhibits mirrorlike reflectance properties
(i.e., the angle of reflectance equals the angle of incidence),
and a diffuse ( Lambert ian) reflector as a rough surface that
reflects uniformly in all directions. Lillesand goes on to state
that most surfaces are neither perfectly specular nor diffuse;
see figure nine. He also states that a target can be considered
diffuse when its surface height variations are much larger than













Specular Versus Diffuse Reflectors (Lillesand, 1979)
Figure 9
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A concrete surface is much closer to being a near-perfect
diffuse reflector than a specular reflector. As the viewing
angle is changed, the reflectance value of concrete should be
expected to vary over some limited range. (In this experiment
the reflectance values varied from 29 - 40#.) This range in
reflectance values means that portions of the concrete surface
are acting as specular reflectors. (If this was not the case,
the reflectance values would have been identical regardless of
the angles involved . )
Consider three perfectly specular (on a microscopic level)
reflectors which are identical except for surface roughness; see
figure ten. A microscopic cross section of each target's surface
would show the surfaces to be made up of many tiny ridges and
valleys. The greater the distance between the tops of the
ridges and the bottom of the valleys, the rougher the surface.
Referencing figure ten, the first target is perfectly smooth,
having no ridges or valleys. The second target has a fairly
smooth surface, and the third target has a rough surface.
Next, let each target be illuminated by the identical point
source (similar to the sun). Let an identical detector be posi
tioned above each surface so that the viewing angle is equal to
the incidence angle and at an azimuthal angle of 180 degrees.
The perfectly smooth surface would reflect all of the inci
dent flux at the same angle (angle of incidence equals angle of
reflectance) . Each square unit of the target which was
26
illuminated would reflect an identical amount of flux, so that
if the detector's projected field of view was moved across the









Surface Roughness Effects on Identical Specular Reflectors
Figure 10
The second target's surface is not perfectly smooth, and
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different portions of the surface have different slopes. Paral
lel rays of light incident upon the flux will not necessarily be
reflected parallel. Although the angle of reflectance will
still equal the angle of incidence, the varied surface slope
will cause the flux incident on one area to be reflected at an
angle different from the flux reflected by an adjacent area of
the surface. The reflected flux is spread over a larger solid
angle and not as much of the reflected flux will be incident
upon the detector, so the ratio of reflected flux (which is
detected) to incident flux will be smaller than for the first
target. In other words, the measured reflectance is less. In
addition, each square unit of the illuminated target would not
necessarily reflect an identical amount of flux (into an iden
tical solid angle) so variations in reflectance would be
observed as the detector's projected field of view moved across
the surface of the target.
The third target's rough surface has ridges high enough to
prevent incident flux from reaching adjoining areas. Since no
specular flux is incident upon some of the surface area, it can't
be reflected from that area. A visual observer would perceive
a shadow. The rougher the surface, the greater the number of
shadows. The reflected flux incident upon the detector would be
less than for target number two. If the detector's projected
field of view was moved across the surface of the target, large
variations in illuminance would be detected.
28
Next, consider three Lambert ian (on a microscopic level)
reflectors of varying surface roughnesses, each illuminated by a
point source located above the surface on a path normal to the
surface; see figure eleven. Although all three surfaces are







Surface Roughness Effects on Identical Iambertian Reflectors
Figure 1 1
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detected would not be identical when considering the macroscopic
level. Tall ridges could block the detector's line of sight and
thus decrease the amount of flux detected.
A detector positioned above the perfectly smooth surface
(surface one) would detect the same amount of reflected flux
no matter what the viewing angle. The amount of reflected flux
detected above surface two would also remain constant for
different viewing angles, providing the viewing angle of the
detector did not approach the horizon (where small ridges might
block the detector's line of sight).
If the detector above surface three was rotated from a 90
degree (detector position A) to a 40 degree viewing angle
(position B) , less reflected flux would be detected, as
illustrated. This would happen when the height of the ridges
actually obscured the detector's field of view.
For all these cases, the above arguments would be just as
applicable if the detector was maintained at a constant viewing
angle and the source angle was allowed to vary- The azimuth
angle must also be considered because of texture variations in
the z direction across the surface.
It is recognized that there is a large (typically from 20 to
35 percent) variation in the reflectance values of different con
crete surfaces. As described earlier, Slater (1980) listed the
factors that cause this variation in reflectance as follows:
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R(x ) = R( x ,ax ; e , e ', , * ; da, da'; P; ax, Ay; t). (3)
By combining the azimuthal angles as described in the introduc
tion, this can be simplified to:
R( x ) = R(x , ax ; e , $, 4; ; dn, dfi'; P; a x, Ay; t). (8)
By holding all the other variables constant, it was possible to
restrict variations in reflectance to a function of just
sun-object-image (e , $ ,^ ) angular variations.
R(x ) = R(e,$ , ij.) (9)
Techniques for keeping the other variables constant will be
described.
According to Slater the shape of the bidirectional reflec
tance distribution function does not change substantially with
wavelength, vegetation being a notable exception. Rather, the
overal I distribution rises and falls as the reflected wavelength
measured is varied. In this experiment the wavelengths reaching
the detector were held constant by filters positioned in front of
the detector- The red (630-680 nm) wavelengths were selected for
this study because radiation in the
red portion of the visible
spectrum penetrates the atmosphere better than radiation in the
blue portion (i.e., Rayleigh scattering is reduced).
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The effect of increasing the wavelength interval, AX , is to
smooth the shape of the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (Slater 1980). The wavelength interval was kept con
stant by using two filters (a red stacked with an infrared cut
off) which passed a specific bandwidth to the detector- The
filters selected for use in this experiment pass a wavelength
interval to which color film is sensitive.
The effect of increasing the solid angles, dn and d
n*
,
subtended by the source and detector respectively, is to smooth
the shape of the bidirectional reflectance distribution function.
This is to be expected since a larger solid angle allows flux to
either be distributed over a larger area or to be collected from
a larger area. Both increases would tend to obscure point varia
tions. The size of the solid angles did not change because no
changes were made to the optical systems of either the source or
detector after the experiment began. Varying the position of
either the source or the detector in order to take measurements
did not effect the size of the solid angles. Large arches were
constructed so that the projected spot sizes from the detector
and source would be large; and, consequently the flux would be
integrated over as large a surface area as possible, minimizing
the fluctuations in reflectance measurements due to minor surface
texture variations.
Polarization properties of the detector could cause errors in
the interpretation of detected reflectance variations. If the
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remote sensor acted as a polarizer, the flux reaching the detec
tor would also be a function of the orientation of the detector's
optical system. Reflectance variations after sun-object-image
angular changes might be due to polarization properties of the
sensor rather than angular variations.
All surfaces polarize the reflected flux to some extent.
According to Slater (1980), near-Lambertian surfaces do not
impart much polarization. The smoother the surface, the more
specular the reflection and the greater the degree of polariza
tion imparted at reflection. Because of its rough texture, a
concrete surface was not expected to impart much polarization.
As described in the results, polarization-induced error turned
out to be negligible, so no corrections were necessary.
If the surface dimensions ( ax, a y) of the object to be
imaged are less than the projected field of view on the ground,
then the flux reaching the sensor would include both that
reflected from the object and the background. To insure that
only flux reflected by the target reached the detector, the size
of the target must be larger than the size of the projected
fields of view from both the source and detector. In this exper
iment the concrete sample's surface area was much greater than




is the time dependence that relates weather or
seasonal changes to the reflectance of the surface. An aged or
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weathered surface would have different reflective properties
than a new one. A concrete surface covered with snow or water
would certainly have different spectral reflectance values
compared to a dry, sunlit surface. Because the experiment was
conducted indoors, and the detector was only five feet from
the target surface,
Schott'
s (1979) technique of assuming atmo
spheric effects to be negligible was used. Since this research
project was conducted in a lab research room,
"t"
was constant.
Sunlight was simulated with a tungsten-halogen lamp.
Although its color temperature (2950K) was not as hot as the
sun's (5900K), a tungsten-halogen lamp's spectral distribution
has a shape very similar to that of the sun's, only shifted to
the right. The area of the sample illuminated by the lamp's
projected field of view was checked to insure that the illumina
tion across the spot was as uniform as possible; see appendix G.
Lillesand (1979) describes two geommetric effects that can
influence the apparent reflectance detected from a surface as
the surface texture changes. They are differential shading, and
specular reflection. Differential shading is illustrated in
figure 12. As shown, the side of the ridges illuminated by the
source will reflect more flux than the sides which do not receive
direct illumination. For certain surfaces and particular
illumination and viewing angles, there can be a wide range in
reflectance values.
Lillesand stated that differential shading was a function
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of target height and solar elevation and was exacerbated at low
sun angles. He goes on to state that variations in slope and
slope orientation increase the effect of differential shading.
In this experiment illumination angles below thirty degrees were












One of the main objectives of this thesis was to try and
account for the specular reflectance. In this experiment the
surface texture of the concrete sample was made as uniform as
possible so that some areas would not contribute more specular
reflectance effects than others. Texture uniformity across the
surface, not smoothness, was the main criteria in preparing the
surface of the concrete sample to be investigated.
By following the procedures described in this section it was
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possible to keep nine of Slater's twelve variables constant and
to isolate changes in the reflectance of concrete to changes in
either the source angle, azimuth angle, or detector
angle:
R = f(e, ,* ) 0)
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
To model the reflectance from the surface of a concrete sam
ple as a function of the sun-object-image angular relationship,
it was necessary to have the capability of accurately measuring
reflectance from specific locations throughout a hemisphere. The
basic idea behind the experimental procedure was to measure flux
from a source that had been reflected by the surface of a con
crete sample onto a detector; see figure 13.
Concrete Surface
Measuring Specularly Reflected Flux
Figure 13
Specifically, the reflectance measurements required design
ing and constructing a
simple goniophotometer to support the
collimated light source and a silicon cell detector filtered
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around 650 nm. In addition, reflectance panels of known values
were constructed and were used as standards to calibrate the
detector signal displayed on a multimeter as voltage. This
calibration involved calculating reflectance percentage for the
concrete surface by comparing the voltages resulting from the
known reflectance of the panels with the voltage resulting from
the concrete surface.
To simulate field conditions (Egbert and Ulaby, 1972) a
limit of 60 degrees from the zenith was established for the
source and detector angles. The cheapest and easiest device to
construct to support the source and detector consisted of two 180
degree arches, one to support and position the source, and the
other to support and position the detector; see figure 14- A
third arch was necessary to provide stability when the azimuth
angle between the arches supporting the source and detector






compressed wood panel. Patterns were laid out and cut so
that the outside arch had a diameter of slightly less than ten
feet. A hole was drilled vertically through the 90 degree point
of each arch. A steel rod, threaded at each end, was placed
through the hole in each arch. The rod connected the arches to
one another and provided a pivot point about which the arches
could be rotated; therefore, the azimuth angle (between the
detector and source) could be set at various known angles.
When spread out, the assembled arches formed a hemisphere.
A plum line was hung from the metal rod, and the position of the
arches adjusted so that the zenith (90 degree point) of the
arches was centered over the origin of a compass card marked






Set-up to Measure Specular Reflectance
Figure 14
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placed on the circumference of the arc circumscribed by the
arches as they were rotated 360 degrees. Each arch was marked,
drilled, and labeled at ten degree intervals to allow for mount
ing of the detector and
source. The holes drilled through the
sides of each arch allowed placing the detector and source at
precise locations along each arch; see figure 15- By moving
either the source or detector along its respective arch, the
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position of each could be set accurately and
recorded. By
rotating the arches relative to one another, the azimuth angle
between the source and detector could also be set accurately
and recorded.
Concrete Surface
Detector Positions Along Arch
Figure 1 5
To measure specular reflectance accurately it was necessary
to produce parallel light rays; the best way to do that
with a
non-point source was to collimate the flux. By combining a
fresnel lens, a movie camera lens, and a light
bulb in a lamp
housing from an Ansco microdensitometer,
it was possible to
produce an acceptably
collimated source; see figure 16.
The fresnel lens was selected because it had two desired
characteristics, a
short focal length and a diameter large
enough to produce an acceptably-wide
projected spot size on the
concrete sample. The assembled light source
produced a field
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angle of zero degrees and a projected normal field of view
diameter of five and one-eighth inches. The movie camera lens
was selected because it was the only lens available that had a
diameter of better than one inch (to match the lamp housing









Obtaining lenses with short focal lengths was necessary to
keep the overall size of the assembled source reasonably small.
The movie camera lens had a very short focal length that produced
an image of the source right behind the lens. To insure collima-
tion, the exact distances between lens elements and light source
were determined on an optical bench. Mounting the fresnel lens
precisely one focal length from the image of the light bulb
formed by the camera lens allowed the fresnel lens to image the
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filament of the bulb at infinity, effectively making a collimated
source. A piece of opal glass was cut to shape and mounted
between the bulb and the movie camera lens to diffuse the illumi
nation incident upon the lens. This produced a ne^r uniform
illumination across the projected spot size (appendix B) . Parts
to firmly position each lens relative to the rest of the system
were designed and built.
A GE light bulb, stock number 1763, was mounted inside the
lamp housing. The bulb was wired to an ammeter which permitted
the input current to be monitored. The ammeter was connected to
a rheostat that was used to vary the input current, and hence the
intensity of the bulb. The rheostat was connected to a step down
transformer to allow line voltage from the laboratory room to
power the 6 volt bulb.
The assembled light source was bolted through the side of
the arch where it could be tightened securely after alignment.
Aligning the source was accomplished by placing a piece of trans
parent plastic with two crosshairs drawn upon it over the fresnel
lens and centering the projected crosshairs on the origin of the
compass card beneath the arches.
A Spectra Spotmeter was chosen to be the detector. Meas
urement repeatability was verified by placing the sample and
panels at the nadir, under the projected fields of view and
taking at least thirty sets of
measurements. This process was
repeated at four different detector-azimuth-source positions,
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each having a different angular relationship. After the initial
run of measurements were taken, it was discovered that the vari
ance in repeated measurements was too large in relation to the
total variation in reflectance caused by changes in the angular
relationships. The photo multiplier tube was removed from the
detector housing and replaced with a silicon cell detector. One
of the nice features of the Spotmeter was a through-the-lens
sighting system for aligning the spot to be measured. By instal
ling a bifurcating mirror the manufacturer made it easy for a
user to aim the detector- The first folding mirror had a hole
drilled through it permitting flux reflected from the target to




















Detector and Bifurcating Mirror
Figure 1 7
The mirror was interchangeable with other mirrors having
holes of various diameters, a feature which allowed the user to
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vary the area of the projected field of view. The projected spot
size needed to be large enough to integrate the flux over as much
surface area as possible (to minimize the effects of surface
texture variations) yet small enough that it would never exceed
the source's projected spot size. A two inch diameter normal
projected spot size was thought to be optimum.
Unfortunately, when the detector was mounted on the arch,
none of the mirrors provided by the manufacturer had a hole large
enough to provide the desired projected spot size. A replacement
mirror was made by sanding and polishing a piece of aluminum, and
then drilling it with a bit that provided a 2.1 inch normal pro
jected spot-size (a 2.5 degree field of view) when the detector
was mounted at the arch zenith.
Because the bulb used as a source emitted radiation over an
approximate wavelength range of 100 to 10,000 nm, it was neces
sary to filter out all radiation other than that desired (650
nm) , so only radiation from the red portion of the visible spec
trum could be passed to the detector- The neutral density fil
ter wheel was removed from the detector housing, and one of the
neutral density filters was removed and replaced with a number 92
Kodak Wratten filter. The Wratten filter was stacked with a
Kodak 301 A infrared cutoff filter to transmit only 630 - 680 nm
wavelength (measured at 50$ transmittance) radiation; see figure
18. Unfortunately, the effort was not entirely successful, for
though the Wratten filter prevented shorter wavelength radiation
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from passing, the 301 A filter did not cut off all the infrared
radiation. Radiation in the 980 - 1100 nm wavelength region
(measured at 50$ transmittance) was passed to the detector, which
was sensitive to radiation extending out to 1100 nm, see figure
19- The solution to the unwanted wavelengths was a cold mirror
which would block the infrared radiation, but the Institute did
not possess one and thesis budget constraints prevented purchas
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Wavelengths Transmitted by Stacked Filters
Figure 18
The output from the silicon cell detector was run into an
amplifier and then passed into a Hewlett-Packard multimeter. The
multimeter was placed in an automatic mode which measured volt
age. By keeping the current to the source low enough, the
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display on the multimeter could be read to three decimal places,
The third decimal place provided the precision necessary to get
the detector variance down to approximately 0.2$ reflectance.
too no noc
WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)
Typical Spectral Response for Detector
Figure 1 9
Six reflectance panels were made to verify that the detector
had a linear response and to get a relative measure of reflec
tance from the concrete sample. Since the reflectance measure
ments were going to be made from many different positions, the
surfaces of the panels had to be made as near-Lambertian as
possible. Six two-foot square panels were cut from a piece of
hardboard. The top surface of each panel was then coated with
an adhesive spray and covered with fine particle sand. The
adhesive bonded a thin layer of sand to the hardboard. Small
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bottles were filled with various shades of gray paint produced
by combining flat dark gray and flat white auto primer paints.
The panels were transported to a spray booth in the physical
plant building where a professional-quality spray gun was used
to apply the paint uniformly. Five panels were painted with the
various shades of gray, and the sixth panel was painted with a
white near 100$ reflectance paint, Kodak catalog number 6080.
After drying, the panels were cut into several eight inch
squares, and one
1"
square piece from each color was cut out and
measured in a Beckman DK-2A Spectrophotometer. Both the total
(diffuse plus specular) and diffuse reflectance of each panel
from 400-800 nm were measured; see appendix C. The difference
between the total and diffuse components equaled the specular
component. Since the difference was negligible, there was
essentially no specular component. This was an indication that
it was reasonable to assume that all six of the panels were very
close to being lambertian reflectors. Absolute reflectance
values (measured at 650 nm) for each panel were determined by the
relative ratios of the panel results to the results from a stan
dard reflectance material (barium sulfate). The calculated red
reflectance values for the six panels were 16$, 26$, 30$, 56$,
73$, and 94$. The 16$ and 56$ panels were chosen to bracket the
concrete sample since the surface had an expected reflectance
value between 20 and 35$-
The detector was proven to have a linear response by
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measuring the flux reflected from the panels five different
times and statistically analyzing the results; see appendix D.
Six concrete samples were initially prepared, each in an
eight inch square, three-fourth inch deep wooden frame. The
samples were made from a bag of ready-mix concrete without
gravel. A mixture without gravel was selected to eliminate the
possibility of specular reflectance from gravel that might be on
the surface of the sample. Each sample's surface was finished
differently in order to have six surfaces of varying roughness.
Texture smoothing was achieved by adding more water to the
mixture and then vertically tamping; a trowel and whisk broom
were used to increase texture roughness. After the concrete in
all six samples had dried, a visual inspection was made and the
sample that was visually the most uniform in texture was selected
to be evaluated. The sample was arbitrarily named concrete
sample one, C1 .
Precise positioning of the projected fields of view of both
the detector and source minimized the error resulting from
surface texture variation by insuring that the same surface area
was within the projected field of view each time. It was thought
that the same surface area of each of the panels and the sample
must be within the projected fields of view of both the detector
and source each time a measurement was taken to negate the
effects of surface variations across the sample or panels and to
guarantee repeatable results. This consideration turned out to
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be less important for the reflectance panels since their surfaces
were extremely uniform (appendix E).
Measurements were made by placing the panels and sample at
the nadir of the arches, one at a time. Because the sample and
panels were going to be placed at the nadir so many times, and
precise positioning of the projected fields of view was desired,
a cart and track system was designed and built. This system made
it easy to position the sample or panels in the same location
each time, thus standardizing their positions (to within one-
eigth of an inch) for the measurements in order to minimize the
variance in data caused by imprecise repetitive positioning. The
panels and samples were mounted on a cart which was placed on a
track permitting movement in only one direction. They were




Cart, Concrete Sample, and Reflectance Panels
Figure 20
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The cart was pushed back and forth along the track to posi
tion the center of the appropriate panel at the nadir. Precise
positioning of the cart was accomplished by stopping it when it
was aligned with indicator marks placed on the floor. A cross
hair was placed on the cart to facilitate alignment of the detec
tor and source. When the appropriate target was at the nadir,
the distance from its surface to the pivot point of the arches
was identical to that of the other targets when they were at the
nadir; this assured the spot size projected by both the source
and detector would remain constant and not be a variable.
To simplify the recording of data during this experiment,
the term DAS was coined. It is an acronym for the specific
Detector angle, Azimuth angle, and Source angle which existed
when a particular measurement was taken. As illustrated in
figure four, the sun-object-image angular relationship at any
particular time can be described by the three angles 9 , <s> , and
ip, where 6 and $ are measured from the horizontal. Thus the
term DAS 30-150-40 refers to the specific sun-object-image
angular relationship where the detector is positioned at an angle
of thirty degrees from the horizontal (60 degrees from the
normal); the azimuth angle formed by the arches supporting the
detector and source is set at 150 degrees; and the light source
is positioned at an angle of forty degrees from the horizontal
(50 degrees from the normal). See figure 21.
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The term DAS XX-30-50 refers to a set of data in which the
detector angle was varied while the azimuth and source angle were
held constant at thirty and fifty degrees, respectively.
Throughout the remainder of this report, a specific
sun-object-
image angular relationship may be referred to by the term DAS
followed by a set of numbers.
Source
DAS 30-150-40 Angular Relationship
Figure 21
If the measurement equipment (source and detector) had been
completely stable, and
if the reflectance panels had been perfect
Lambertian reflectors, one reflectance measurement from each of
the panels would have sufficed, since a Lambertian reflector
would have reflected an identical amount of flux in all
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directions. For these studies, detector drift required measur
ing the flux reflected from the concrete sample and the flux
reflected from each of the two known panels within thirty seconds
of elapsed time. (Taking the measurements in such a short time
span minimized the drift error-) This process essentially
involved a calibration of the detector for each series of meas
urements. This calibration also served to minimize any error
from line voltage fluctuations or lamp aging.
Since the detector's response was linear, a linear equation
which related measured voltage to reflectance could be derived
by regressing the experimentally determined voltages (displayed
on the multimeter) for each panel against their known reflectance
values. Substituting the voltage measured (a function of the
reflected flux) when the concrete sample was being checked, into
the linear equation and solving, yielded a reflectance value for
the sample at that particular sun-object-image angular relation
ship. The linear equation was valid only for that particular DAS
position since the detector's response drifted slowly with time.
Because the regression equation was valid only for one DAS
position, it was necessary to repeat the technique at each DAS
position that a reflectance value was desired. It was determined
earlier that the DAS measurements would be made by varying the
three independent variables (angles) separately. The azimuth
angle between the detector and source would be varied in 30
degree increments from 0 to 180 degrees. The detector would be
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moved across its arch in ten degree increments from 30 to 1 50
degrees. The source would be moved across its arch in ten degree
increments from 30 to 90 degrees.
Three replicate measurements would be made at each DAS
position. At some positions (such as DAS 30-0-30) it was
physically impossible to take any measurements because the source
and detector would have had to be colocated.
To keep the measurements down to a manageable number, the
source was not moved from 90 to 150 degrees, nor was the azimuth
angle varied from 180 to 360 degrees. Geometrical symmetry nul
lified the requirement for measuring reflectance at symmetrical
DAS positions. This was the same technique used by Egbert and
Ulaby (1972). A confirmation of azimuthal symmetry was made by
taking replicate measurements at four symmetrical positions and
statistically comparing the results (appendix G) .
The
first'
measurements were taken at DAS 30-0-40. The 16$
reflectance panel was placed at the nadir, and the voltage dis
played was recorded. The 16$ reflectance panel was then removed
and replaced by the concrete sample, C1 , and the voltage display
recorded. C1 was then removed and replaced by the 56$ reflec
tance panel and the voltage recorded. This process was repeated
three times, so that a total of nine measurements at each DAS
position were taken.
After the ninth measurement at the DAS 30-0-40 position
was taken, the angular relationship was changed and the process
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repeated. Measurements were taken in data sets using a constant
source angle. The process of changing the angular relationship
in an orderly manner continued until all of the 504 possible
positions had been evaluated. The measurement process was car
ried out first by increasing the azimuth angle in 30 degree
increments until all of the azimuth angles had been evaluated;
then resetting the azimuth angle to zero and increasing the
detector angle in 10 degree increments, varying the azimuth
angle at each increment until all of the detector angles had
been evaluated; and finallly, resetting the azimuth and detec
tor angles to zero degrees and increasing the source angle in
10 degree increments while varying both azimuth and detector











The diffuse reflectance of the concrete sample's surface
was measured on a
Beckman DK-2A Spectrophotometer (appendix C)
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Polarization error was checked by mounting a polarizing
filter in front of the detector and rotating it. The
projected
field of view was then varied by moving the sample and the
panels beneath the nadir and allowing all of each surface to
be measured. Measurements, with and without the filter, were
made at different DAS positions. The detector was also used to
check the polarization properties of the incident flux from the
source.
At the conclusion of the experiment, a mold of the concrete
surface was made using a commercially available
product. The
mold, a rubber replicate of the surface texture, was measured
on a profileometer at the Calspan Corporation in Buffalo, New
York (appendix F) .
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RESULTS
The major problem encountered during this experiment was
detector repeatability. To solve the repeatability problem it
was necessary to make many of the detector modifications
described earlier. Preliminary measurements taken at various
DAS positions indicated that reflectance from the concrete sur
face would vary from about 29$ to 40$. Many of the measurements
taken at adjacent positions on the arch might vary by only one-
half percent, so it was decided that the detector needed to be
able to repeat measurements at the same position to within a
quarter of a percent. Repeated reflectance measurements made by
varying only the positions of the panels or sample beneath the
projected field of view, showed the modified detector to have a
standrd deviation of 0.317 percent reflectance or better.
Results from repeatability checks at several different DAS
positions are shown in Table 3>
Table 3
Detector Repeatability Results
DAS Position Sample Size Standard Deviation ($R)
60-60-60 60 0.317
60-1 20-60 41 0.168
60-1 50-40 39 0.102
60-210-40 30 0.100
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The variance shown in Table 3 was attributed to variance in
the detector and very minor errors in positioning the panels or
concrete sample beneath the nadir each time. The positioning
error was felt to be negligible since later measurements showed
reflectance measurements taken across the surface of each panel
and the concrete to be very uniform.
Checks on repeatability after one or more of the angles had
been changed showed the system to have a larger variance, which
was expected. The increase in variance was attributed to
inexact replication of the exact source, detector, or azimuth
angle, or a combination of these. Results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Detector Repeatability Results After
Angles Had Been Changed and Realigned
DAS Position Sample Size Standard Deviation ($R)
60-60-60 10 0.334
60-1 20-1 20 10 0.307
50-1 50-40 10 0.608
50-210-40 10 0.648
Data from the detector linearity experiment was entered into
a computer where a regression analysis routine called Minitab was
performed. The high R-squared value of 0.9989 (s = 0.008) indi
cated that the data fit a linear equation well. An analysis of
variance was calculated to prove linearity; see appendix D.
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Geometrical symmetry was verified by taking repeated
measurements at two different (but symmetrical) DAS positions and
then repeating the process at two more symmetrical positions.
DAS positions 60-60-60 and 60-120-120 were compared as were
positions 60-150-40 and 60-210-40. A measurement from each panel
and the concrete sample was taken at each position and then the
source or detector was moved and the process repeated at a
different DAS position. Ten measurements were taken at each
position, and then the mean reflectance and standard deviation
at each position were calculated. The means from DAS positions
60-150-40 and 60-210-40 were compared ( a= 0.05), as were the
means from DAS positions 60-60-60 and 60-120-120, and shown
to have no statistically significant difference. This was taken
as proof that geometrical symmetry existed; see appendix G.
The intent of this project was to establish a mathematical
relationship between detector, azimuth, and source angles and
the reflectance from a concrete surface. Considerable care had
been taken during the experiment to make sure that other vari
ables were not introduced. It was logical then to begin model
ing reflectance as a function of only the detector, azimuth, and
soure angles. One of the major differences between this project
and an earlier one (Welch 1967), was the availability of computer
capabilities to handle a range of data points. Most of the
modeling involved, used a computer's power to manipulate several
thousand numbers in thousands of combinations.
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A reflectance value at each DAS position was calculated by
substituting the measured voltages into the following formula:
Re = 16 +AR ((Vc-V16)/(V56-V16)) (11)
where Vc = multimeter voltage reading from the
concrete sample
V1 6 = multimeter voltage reading from the
1 6$ reflectance panel
V56 = multimeter voltage reading from the
56$ reflectance panel.
AR = 56-16 = 40 (for the panels used).
The first set of data taken, DAS XX-XX-50, was analyzed after
entering into a computer each reflectance value and the cor
responding detector, azimuth, and source angles at which they
were measured. Since there were two independent variables (the
detector and azimuth angles) in this data set, it was initially
enlightening to compare reflectance to detector angle and reflec
tance to azimuth angle separately. A computer routine was used
to plot reflectance versus detector angle and reflectance versus
azimuth angle to see if any relationships existed. Both plots
had shapes that indicated a second order polynomial fit. The
data points were then entered into Minitab so that regression
analysis could be performed. Because of the angular relation
ships involved, it was felt that a trigonometric representation
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of each angle would be the simplest to model. Percent reflec
tance was regressed against first and second order trigonometric
values of the angles.
The trigonometric values examined included sine, cosine, and
tangent. Since two independent variables were involved, it was
appropriate to regress against an additional term to take into
account the interaction between the two angles. This term was
calculated by multiplying the trigonometric values of the two
angles together, i.e., sin$sinip, cos$cosij;, and tan$tan^. Many
multiple regression routines were run using various combinations
of terms in building the model; see Table 5 The only models
Table 5
Initial Selection of Trigonometric Terms in Model




sinij-1, sin$, sin^sin$ .125
COS^, COS$, COSTjJiCOS$ .671
tan 4*, tan$, tani|jtan$ .007
sin2,
% sinij;, sin$ .124
cos*-
% cosij;, cos$ .052
tanX, tanij;, tan$ .009
sin2$, sinij;, sin$ .126
cos2-^, cosij;, cos$ 177
tan2$, tanij;, tan$ 055
sin2
ifj sinij;, sin$, sinij;sin$ .122
cos2ij;, cosij;, cos$, cosi|>cos$ .669
tan2
% tanij;, tan$, tanij;tan$ .007
sin2
$, sinij;, sin$, sinij;sin$ .125
cos2$, cosij;, cos<S>, cosij;cos$ .796
tanX, tanij; , tan<>, tanij;tan$ .053
sinzij;, sin2$, sinij;, sin$, sin$sin^ .122
coszi|i cos2''!', cosij;, cos$,
cos$cosij; 796
tan2ijj, tan2"*, tanil;, tan$, tan$tanij; .053
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that approached a good fit were those that included cosine terms.
Upon examination of the regression results, the model best
relating reflectance to azimuth angle and detector angle was
selected; it took the following form:
R = f(cos$, cosij;, cosfcoss, cos's) (12)
Each data set (with a constant source angle, 6, of 30, 40,
60, 70, 80, or 90 degrees) was then regressed through the same
combination of cosine terms as the DAS XX-XX-50 data. The model
selected gave the best fit (for all of the data sets) in relation
to other possible models made with different combinations of
terms, as illustrated in Table 6.
Table 6
Results of Fitting Data Sets to Model
Best Representing Data Set DAS XX-XX-50








An examination of Table 6 shows that the R-squared values
tend to decrease as the source angle increases. This is at least
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partially explained by the increasing error in azimuth angle as
the source angle increased from 30 degrees to 90 degrees, and is
described later in this section. Note that the R-squared value
of bX source angle at 90 degrees was comparable to that at a
source angle of 50 or 60 degrees; it did not drop off as pre
dicted. This was explained by the fact that, when the source
angle was at 90 degrees, there was no effective azimuth angle
between source and detector- The data, therefore, was not
forced to fit the model as in the preceeding cases.
The next step in building the model was to create a master
data file containing all of the specular reflectance data
measurements and the value of their respective independent
variables, 8 , $ , and ij; . Since three independent variables were
now being considered, it was possible to have four different
forms of interaction: between $ and ij; as before, between 8
and $ , between 0 and ij; , and between 9, $, and ij; . Trigonometric
representations of the angles were again used with reflectance
being regressed against first and second order cosine terms and
first order interaction terms. A stepwise regression routine was
used to regress reflectance against the ten predictors. The
model selected to predict specular reflectance was a function of
(cosecosScosij; , 008*8, $, cos 8, and cos $) :
R = 32.14 - 4.25(cosecos$cosij;) + 1.88 cosJ$ +3-96 8 +
0.598 cos$ - 2.07 cose. (13)
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where 8 = source angle
$ = detector angle
ij; = azimuth angle
Some typical plots of this function are shown in appendix H.
This model, computed from a sample size of 1,527 measurements,
had an R-squared value of 0.78 and a standard error of 0.645-
The reflectance measurements made ranged from 30.07 to 41 .61
percent. An examination of standardized residuals plotted
against reflectance showed no apparent trend. The presence of
a pattern or shape would have indicated that there might be a
missing term. The random pattern present did not suggest the
need for an additional term in the model. Although this model
may seem complex since it contains five terms with variables,
remember that there are three independent variables alone, and
the model must account for the geometrical effects described
earlier- Using this model, it was possible to predict the
specular reflectance to within plus or minus 1=3$ (2 a) if the
DAS angular relationship was known.
The diffuse reflectance of the concrete surface, measured
on a Beckman DK-2A Spectrophotometer, was 34$; see appendix C.
To make an accurate model which would work outdoors, it
was necessary to weight
and combine the diffuse and specular
reflectance values. This weighting would determine what pro
portion of the reflectance value was from specular sunlight and
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what was from diffuse skylight. Hulburt's sunlight to skylight
ratios were used. As shown in the introduction, these ratios
were dependent on sky condition and went from a high of
7:1 to
a low of 1:1. The weighting factors selected were also
recommended by Peich and Walker, and Lillesand. On a clear day
the model would be of the form:
R = 7/8 (specular model value) + 1/8 (diffuse value). (14)
On a hazy day the model would be:
R = 3/4 (specular model value) + 1/4 (diffuse value). (15)
On a light overcast day the model would be:
R= 1/2 (specular model value) + 1/2 (diffuse value). (16)
An observor would be required to select the
appropriate
model on the basis of his
estimation of sky conditions, and this
would not be difficult on a clear-sky
day. (High altitude imaging
on an overcast day makes the selection of
a model academic.)
To test the model,
outdoor measurements needed to be made.
The outdoor
measurements were taken on a clear sunny day during
the winter- The arches, detector, cart,
and associated equipment
were set up on
the athletic field track at the Rochester
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Institute of Technology. The apparatus was assembled far enough
away from any buildings, trees, or other obstacles that they
would not provide a source of background illumination (Schott,
1982). Measurements were taken on the hour at detector posit
ions of 30, 60, 110, and 130 degrees. As the day progressed,
the sun's movement across the sky provided variations in sun
(source) angle and azimuth angle. Because of the time of year,
the maximum sun angle during the day was 45 degrees. Measure
ments were taken only during the time of day when the sun angle
would be greater than 30 degrees.
A total of nineteen separate DAS positions were evaluated,
with three replicate measurements made at each DAS position.
Since the measurements were made on a clear day, the first model
was selected.
Sun and azimuth angles were calculated from a program
developed for a pocket calculator- Several program inputs were
needed, including Greenwich Hour Angle, Local Hour Angle, Solar
Declination Angle, and the longitude and latitude of the RIT
campus. The Solar Declination Angles and Greenwich Hour Angles
for the times of measurement were obtained from a Nautical
Almanac, latitude and longitude were determined from an air
navigational chart. Local Hour Angles (LHA) were calculated
from the Greenwich Hour Angles and the longitude. Values for
the LHA, Solar Declination Angle, and latitude were then input
into a program which yielded the sun and azimuth angles for the
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time of measurement. The equations and techniques used were
verified by Dr- Savedoff, an astronomy professor at the
University of Rochester.
Table 7 below lists the predicted merrvurements and the actual
outdoor measurements by DAS position. As the table below shows,
the outdoor reflectance measurements agreed to within plus or
minus one percent reflectance in almost every case.
Table 7
Predicted Reflectance Measurements From Model Versus Actual *
DAS Specular Predicted Actual Error
Position Prediction Total R Reflectance
60-1 36-36 35-1 35-0 33-8 +1 .2
1 1 o-1 36-36 32.2 32.4 32.2 +0.2
1 30-1 36-36 31.9 32.2 32.0 +0.2
30-1 74-46 37.1 36.7 37.0 -0.3
60-1 74-46 34-9 34-8 33-9 +0.9
1 1 0-1 74-46 31 .6 31-9 32.2 -0-3
1 30-1 74-46 31 .1 31-5 30.2 +1 =3
30-1 96-45 37.1 36.7 37.2 -0.5
60-1 96-45 34-9 34.8 33-9 +0.9
1 1 0-1 96-45 31-7 32.0 32.3 -0.3
1 30-1 96-45 31 .2 31 -6 32.2 -0.6
30-215-40 37-1 36.7 36.9 -0.2
60-21 5-40 35-0 34-9 34.1 +0.8
110-215-40 32.0 32.3 32.5 -0.2
1 30-21 5-40 31 .6 31-9 32.9 -1 .0
30-231 -32 37-1 36.7 37.4 X.7
60-231 -32 35.1 35.0 33-7 +1=3
110-231-32 32.5 32.7 33-1 -0.4
130-231-32 32.2 32.4 32.9 -0.5
Predicted Range of Reflectance 31-5 - 36-7
Actual Range of Reflectance 30.2 - 37-4
Standard Error 0.739
* All numerical values are percent reflectance
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The measurements validate the model by demonstrating that the
predicted values are realistic.
The question as to whether or not this is a precise or even
reasonable model needs to be addressed. Certainly the coeffi
cients are at best approximations and the author would make no
claim to nonvariable values here. The crux of the matter is the
appropriateness of the trigonometric terms included in the model.
It is known that all three angles 8 , $, and ij;, are independent
of each other- Egbert and Ulaby's (1972) work demonstrated that
the model needs to contain at least one term for each of the var
iables (angles). From plots of reflectance versus <J> and reflec
tance versus ijj , it is apparent that reflectance changes as the
angles change. There should not be a problem accepting, as
reasonable, a model containing one or more than one of these
terms. It is also reasonable to expect interaction effects
between the three variables. Is it reasonable though to expect
second order trigonometric terms in the model, and is it reason
able to consider all of the angles in terms of cosine values?
For the universal model perhaps not, but for this particular
model first and second order cosine terms provided the best fit
to the data, hence they were included.
Various sources of error, which may have contributed to
the data on which the model was based, were investigated,
including panel positioning error, polarization error, errors
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in reading the multimeter, and imprecise azimuth poisitioning.
Panel positioning error, as mentioned earlier, was found
to be negligible.
Polarization error was also found tc X negligible. The
source was checked and found to be a random polarizer, so it
did not contribute. No polarization from the concrete or the
reflectance panels was detected, even at the extreme incident
and viewing angles of DAS 30-0-150.
Errors in reading the last digit displayed on the multi
meter did contribute error in the data, and consequently, the
reflectance values. The last digit displayed tended to fluc
tuate, causing the reading to vary by plus or minus 0.001
units. For example, a value of 1.136 might read 1.135, 1.136,
or 1 .137 depending on when it was taken. This error was taken
into account in calculating the standard deviation of the
repeatability checks on the
detector.
While the detector and source angles could be set precisely,
the azimuth angle involved an inherent error because of the
constant offset of the detector or source from the arch. Because
of the mounting arrangements
on the arches, the center of the
apertures of both the detector and source were offset from the
center of the arch. Although the offset was constant, the error
in azimuth angle increased as the source or detector position was
increased toward ninety
degrees. This was due to the fact that
the azimuth angle actually existing was formed by the arc from
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the projected position of the detector to the projected position
of the source, and not the arc from the detector's arch to the
source's arch. At a source angle of thirty degrees, the azimuth
offset error was 2.15 degrees; at a source angle of eighty
degrees the azimuth offset error had increased to 10.6 degrees,
a four fold increase. This error could have been corrected out
but was not since the azimuth angle was the least significant of
the three angles involved. Egbert and Ulaby demonstrated that
the azimuth angle is the least significant angle of the three
involved. This fact was confirmed from a close examination of
the reflectance model which showed only a single first order
consideration of the angle's cosine value.
The azimuth error may have contributed to the decreasing
R-squared values shown in Table 6. The contribution was sig
nificant in that case because two of the four terms in the
initial model contained azimuth terms.
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CONCLUSION
This thesis was an initial step towards quantitatively
accounting for the sun-object-image angular relationship when
determining reflectance values. The results from this project
have shown that it is possible, at least for this particular
concrete sample, to predict the percent reflectance very accur
ately (within one percent) if the sun-object-image angular
relationship is known.
The main advantage to using a reflectance value which has
been adjusted for the sun-object-image angular relationship
rather than a mean reflectance value is that it allows someone
using the Scene Color Standard technique to determine a more
accurate reflectance value for a target. This might permit an
air photo interpreter analyzing an image by spectral pattern
recognition techniques to make better decisions. Taking into
account the sun-object-image angular relationship present when
an image was made allows a more accurate value for concrete
reflectance to be determined. Using a better value for con
crete reflectance in the regression routine results in a more
accurate exposure/reflectance linear equation. A better linear
equation yields a better value for the target's reflectance when
its exposure value is substituted into the equation.
For example, assume that a target was imaged on a piece of
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film that also contained images of concrete and asphalt roadways.
The densities of both roadway images and the unknown target
could be measured and converted into exposure units. In this
example assume that the exposure values for the concrete, target,
and asphalt were 187, 135, and 110, respectively. Using Piech
and Walker's average reflectance values for asphalt and concrete
of 18 and 30$, a regression routine could be run, yielding an

















Uncorrected (A) Versus Corrected (B) Plots of E = a R + b
Figure 22
as plotted in figure 22 A. Substituting the target's 135
exposure value into the equation yields a reflectance value of
21.9$. Now assume that after considering the sun-object-image
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angular relationship at the time the image was recorded, it was
determined that the reflectance value for concrete was 34$
rather than 30$. Regressing this new value yields a different
linear equation; and when the target's exposure value of 135
is substituted into the linear equation, its expected reflec
tance value turns out to be 23-2$; see figure 22 B. This is an
improvement in accuracy of 1.3 percent reflectance.
The model derived in this project applies to just this par
ticular surface. Good scientific procedure dictates repeating
the experiment several more times before any conclusive state
ments are made. Several variations of this experiment should
also be made, including checking the effects of different wave
lengths and different surface textures. Comparisons should be
made between all the models generated, looking for similarities
and differences.
Although concrete samples with different surface textures
were not evaluated, several generalizations about surface tex
ture and geometric effects upon reflectance can be inferred. A
smoother surface would have less differential shading but more
specular reflection effects. A smoother surface would probably
show a wider absolute range in reflectance values as the source
and detector were varied throughout the hemisphere above the
surface. Conversely, a rougher surface would probably have a
narrower range of reflectance values since differential shading
would be more of a factor, and specular reflection less.
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On a smooth surface specular reflection (viewed from cer
tain angles) and diminished differential shading effects would
both act to drive up the absolute reflectance value. On a
rough surface more of the area would be covered by shadows (a
smaller surface area illuminated) because of differential
shading effects, and specular reflection would not be as big a
factor- Both effects would act together to diminish the
absolute reflectance value.
It might prove possible for a future researcher to derive
a more universal concrete reflectance model. If so, adapta
tions might be made which would make the model applicable to
asphalt and other paved surfaces. The model derived in this
thesis project is an important first step because it shows
that the reflectance from a surface can be modeled with greater
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Appendix A
Exposure Reaching an Airborne Camera System (Schott, 1982)
Let I represent the radiant intensity from the sun [W/Sr] .





Where T is the atmospheric transmission from deep space to the earth's
surface and d is the distance from the earth to the sun.
The radiation passing through the atmosphere will be scattered proportional
-bx
to e where b is the scattering coefficient [1/meters] and x is the path
length through the atmosphere.
The total scattered radiation will be a function of the source strength I
j r. *
~bx




represents the diffuse irradiance on the surface from sunlight scattered by
the atmosphere.
The total irradiance incident on the earth's surface can therefore be
expressed as





The radiant exitance reflected from the earth's surface can be expressed as
W - E-j-r [W/m2]
where r is the reflectance of the object observed
The radiance from the reflecting surface can be expressed as
2
L = dW [W/m sr]
du) cos 6
Where u is the element of solid angle and 0 is the angle from the normal to
the surface.
Then
dW - L du> cos 6
And
W - /L du cos 6
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If the surface is lambertion (i.e., of perfectly diffuse reflection) then
the radiance is independent of 8 and
W - L / dw cos 8 - Lit
or
L - W_ [W/m2sr]
IT
substituting in equation 4 above yields





Expressing the reflected target strength in radiance is convenient because
in the case of a perfect atmosphere the radiance reaching an airborne
sensor at any altitude is the same as the radiance at the source.
Thus the radiance reaching the airborne platform at altitude h is
1^
- TL + B [W/m sr]
Where t is the atmospheric transmission from the target to the aircraft.
And B is the radiance due to the light scattered upward by the air column
beneath the sensor.
The Irradiance on the film in a camera is related to the radiance reaching
the camera by the G number
i.e., E - L/G [W/m2]
where G - f (A,t')
A is the f # of the lens, x'is the lens transmission
Thus the irradiance on the film in an aerial camera can be expressed as
Ef
- I^/G + b [W/m2]




where b is camera flare.
The exposure H on the film is given by
H - E -t [Ws/m ]






H - yr + a'r + 8
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Letting exposure H be expressed as E after Lillesand
E - H - yr + a'r + B
- or + 8







E - k R + K






Uniformity of the Source's Projected Illumination Spot
The uniformity of the collimated source's illumination
across the 16$ panel was checked. A half inch diameter pro
jected spot size was measured by installing a bifurcating mirror
with a smaller aperture in the detector- Measurements were taken
in both the x and y directions. Because of limitations in the
detector's movement, x and y axis directions had to be taken from
different DAS (Detector-Azimuth-Source) positions. X and y axis
measurements were taken at DAS positions 60-0-110 and 60-90-110,
respectively. Figure 23 shows the positions within the source's
projected spot size where the measurements were recorded.
Measurement Positions Within Projected Spot Size
Figure 23
Measurements in the x direction were taken at 0.6 inch intervals
while those in the y direction
were taken at 0.7 inch intervals.
The uniformity of the
measured voltages is shown in Table 8.
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Table 8
Data From Source Illumination Uniformity Check
X Axis Y Axis



















































Where x and s are the mean and standard deviation of the sample
population. The low s/x values in the x and y directions
meant that illumination was uniform over the projected spot.
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Appendix C
Beckman DK-2A Diffuse Reflectance Data
The reflectance from each of the six panels was measured on
a Beckman DK-2A Spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometer had the
capability to measure either total (diffuse plus specular) or
diffuse reflectance. Both total and diffuse reflectance were
measured and compared. Subtracting the diffuse value from the
total value yielded the specular value. As table 9 shows, the
specular values were essentially zero. Almost all of the
reflectance from the panels was diffuse, which meant the panels
were near-Lambert ian.
A simple experiment was run to verify that the panels were
near-Lambert ian. The 16$ reflectance panel was placed beneath
the zenith of the arches and illuminated with diffuse lighting.
The detector was placed at 19 randomly selected DAS positions,
and the voltage measured at each position was recorded. A
perfect Lambertian reflector would have had identical readings
regardless of the azimuth or detector angle. The measured volt
ages were then averaged. This average was converted to a 16.4
percent reflectance value (standard deviation of 0.83 percent
reflectance). These results verified that the panel was indeed
close to being a Lambertian reflector.
The reflectance from the concrete sample was measured on the
Beckman DK-2A Spectrophotometer on two different occasions. Both
times it had a diffuse reflectance value of 34-0$. Measurements
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were also taken with the Spectra Spotmeter from sixteen different
Table 9
Beckman Spectrophotometer Data Results
Reflectance $ Reflectance $ Reflectance $ Reflectance
Panel (Total) (Diffuse) (Specular)
16 15-9 15-9 0.0
26 25-9 25-5 0.4
30 29-9 29-6 0.3
56 56.2 56.2 0.0
73 72.5 72.5 0.0
93 93-2 93-0 0.2
positions. Diffuse lighting was simulated by placing two sheets
between the overhead room lamps and the arches. The average
reflectance value from the sixteen positions was 34-08$. A





To demonstrate that the detector had a linear response, five
measurements were taken from five panels of different (but known)
reflectance. The measurement procedure consisted of moving the
five panels, in succession, under the zenith of the arches and
recording the voltages displayed on the multimeter. The process
was repeated five different times to check on repeatability.
Data from the measurements is shown in table 10.
Table 10
Data From Detector Linearity Check
Percent Measured Percent Measured
Reflectance Voltage Reflectance Voltage
16 1 .068 30 1 .231
16 1 .066 30 1 .231
16 1 .064 56 1.546
16 1 .061 56 1 -542
16 1 .060 56 1-541
26 1 .192 56 1-539
26 1 .188 56 1 -539
26 1 .187 73 1-719
26 1 .184 73 1-717
26 1 .184 73 1 .715
30 1-239 73 1.715
30 1 .236 73 1.713
30 1.233
When the measured voltage was plotted against percent
reflectance a linear relationship was apparent, see figure 24.
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Figure 24
The data points were then enterd into a computer which performed
a regression analyis. The calculated R-squared value was .9989,
with a standard deviation of 0.711 percent reflectance. An anal
ysis of variance, including lack of fit, was then calculated. As
table 11 shows, almost all of the variance was accounted for by
the regression, and very little by the residual. The results of
the f test however, indicated a lack of fit to the model. After
consulting Draper and
Smith's text on regression analysis, a plot
was made of the standardized residuals versus the order (by time)
in which the measurements were
made. This plot indicated a trend
in the data collection, see figure
25- The trend, which
accounted for the lack of fit, was traced back to a drift, over
time, in the
detector- The detector's response was linear, but
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the drift needed to be eliminated.
Mr. Tim Gallagher, the Institute's expert on detector
repair, investigated and concluded that nothing could be done to
Table 11
Analysis of Variance Table
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Figure 25
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prevent the drift. During consultations with Dr- Schott and Mr.
Gallagher, it was decided that acceptable results could be
achieved if the measurements at each DAS position were taken
within a short time span (30 seconds). This technique was valid
since the reflect?nc<= panel measurements would allow a new linear




Nine separate measurements were taken across the surface of
each panel and the concrete sample in order to check the uniform
ity of both the surface's texture and color- The panels and con
crete sample were placed, one at a time, under the zenith of the
arches so that the projected spots from the detector and source
were just within the border of the panel (or sample). A voltage
measurement was taken and the cart was pushed approximately 0.3
inches before another measurement was taken. The cart was pushed
in 0.3 inch increments until the projected spots had traveled
across the surface and were just within the opposite border.
Measurements were taken across the surface, in the numerical
order illustrated in figure 26.
Position of Measurements Across Sample and Panels
Figure 26
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The actual measurements are shown in Table 12. The symbols
x and s denote the mean and standard deviation of the sample
population. The low values of s/x indicated surface uniformity.
As expected, both reflectance panels had lower s/x values than

























































The surface roughness of the concrete sample was measured
with a surface profileometer at the Calspan Corporation in
Buffalo, N.Y. A mold, one inch in diameter, of the center of the
surface was prepared from "Rubbergel" material manufactured by
Westwood Pharmaceuticals. The rubber surface of the mold was
then analyzed on a Gould Surfalyzer- The mold was positioned
under a delicate probe (similar to a turntable stylus) which
translated the surface height variations into electrical signals
that were recorded relative to the translation of the probe on
the surface. The signals were recorded on a strip chart; see
figure 27-
Gould Inc., Measurement Systems Division El Monte, California U 3.A
SOO zood *l MM <i
Portion of the Strip Chart Containing Surface Roughness Data
Figure 27
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Analysis of the chart yielded a roughness average value of
0.001294 inches. This is the arithmetic average of the absolute
values of the measured profile height deviations (taken every
two thousandth of an inch) within the sampling length and meas




Geometrical symmetry nullified the requirement for measuring
reflectance at symmetrical DAS positions. Symmetry was proven
by statistically comparing reflectance measurements taken at DAS
positions 60-60-60 and 60-120-120. DAS positions 50-150-50 and
50-210-50 were also compared. The null hypothesis was that there
was no difference in the average of the ten reflectance measure
ments made at each position.
Null Hypothesis: u, = ut
Assume that a, = at , but unknown. Test with T Distribution:








Number of degrees of freedom = n, + nt
- 2 = 10+10-2 = 18
Critical Region ( o= 0.05 and 18 d.f.) T > 1.734 or T < -1.734
Consider DAS 60-60-60 Symmetry with DAS 60-120-120:




60-120-120: x,= 33-134 nt= 10 st = 0.0313
Solving on a computer
yielded t = -0.4957-
Consider DAS 50-150-50 Symmetry with DAS 50-210-50:
50-150-50: x,= 34-693 n,= 10 s? =0.1233
50-210-50: x2




computer yielded t = 0.9311-
Conclusion: In both cases, the
"t"
value calculated does not
exceed the 'critical value. Statistically, this means that we
accept the null hypothesis
since it can not be rejected.
Therefore, the DAS




This appendix contains representative plots of specular
reflectance versus either detector, azimuth, or source angle. The
specular reflectance model derived during this experiment was used
to generate the curves. Actual data points (plotted as plus
symbols) are shown on some of the graphs to illustrate how well
the model fit the data.
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Plot of Specular Reflectance Versus Source Angle
Figure 28
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Reflectance Versus Source Angle
Figure 29
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Reflectance Versus Detector Angle
Figure 30
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Plots of Specular Reflectance Versus Azimuth Angle
Figure 31

